ICAME40 — FINAL CIRCULAR
May 24, 2019
Language in Time, Time in Language
Université de Neuchâtel, Switzerland, June 1–5, 2019
Dear ICAMErs,
With little over a week to go, the team is busy with working the to-do list! We are expecting to
welcome around 180 delegates. For the final circular, we mainly have reminders and
updates, including an option to socialize on Saturday night.
Registration. The registration desk is in the Aula de Jeunes-Rives (Espace Louis-Agassiz
1). It will be open from Saturday, 8.30am, and staffed throughout the conference.
Speakers. You can bring a USB drive (Windows, audio & internet) or use your own
computer (VGA/HDMI available, remember to bing special adaptors). If you are a poster
presenter and have NOT received our instruction email, please contact us asap.
Practicals. WiFi: Eduroam and a free guest wifi are available. Phones: As Switzerland is not
part of the EU, check if it is covered by your provider’s roaming plan to avoid unexpected
costs. Electricity: Switzerland uses J plugs, which are compatible with the ‘slim’ C/Euro
plugs, but not with the ‘fat’ F/Schuko plugs.
Local transport. The conference hotels are within walking distance to the venues.
Alternatively, take the Funi (cable car) from the train station or the buses 101 or 121 to
Université or Lycée D.-Rougemont. For further information on tickets and prices, see our
website Getting here & around, or the transport pages TransN (FR) or OndeVerte (FR).
Weather. The forecasts are a little jumpy at this early stage, but they appear to agree that
it’s going to be sunny-ish and pleasant (18–22°C) for most of the conference. Pack your
swimming gear! We’re on the shores of a gorgeous lake after all.
Social program. There will be a Swiss Cheese Tasting on Sunday evening (included in the
conference fee), which should help everyone gather strength for the city walk. Also, we put
together an overview of Neuchâtel’s dining and drinking options, which is on the website.
Champions League. This year’s CL final is on Saturday! We reserved tables at a pub at
8pm. If you want to tag along, email us at icame40@unine.ch or reply to this tweet. It’s at
your own expense, but the place is rather affordable (by Swiss standards) with a wide range
of choices to kill remaining munchies after the reception.
Conference phone. In emergencies, call, text, or whatsapp Susanne on +41 76 724 5390.
We’re all very excited about seeing you in Neuchâtel next week!
The ICAME40 team

